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1

Introduction

1.1

Purpose
This document is intended to provide practical implementation guidance to Secure Message
Industry Offer (SMIO) developers and integrators who are enabling clinical information systems
(CISs) and secure messaging (SM) systems to securely exchange standards-based messages.

1.2

Intended audience
The intended audiences for this guide are solution architects, business analysts, subject matter
experts and implementers who are integrating CISs with other complementary systems for the
purpose of clinical information exchange.

1.3

Scope
This document focuses on providing guidance to CIS and SM developers on how to implement
functionality relating to:

1.4

•

finding provider details across multiple directories (federated search);

•

maintaining up-to-date provider details in local address books based on information sourced
from federated search; and

•

creating messages and acknowledgements as per agreed payload requirements.

Approach
The following figure illustrates our approach to developing a standards-based secure messaging
information exchange.

Requirements &
use cases

Reference
implementation

Implementation
evaluation

Reference
implementation

Figure 1: Developer guide approach
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The process involves subject matter experts (SMEs), architects and business analysts from across
the industry working together through a Technical Working Group (TWG) 1 to ensure that each
element of the developer guide is grounded in concrete stakeholder requirements and use cases.
The requirements are subjected to domain analyses and then documented as use cases and
current state models using UML tools. The draft content is reviewed by stakeholders and updated
in an iterative process.
By following this methodology, the technical specifications generated are directly traceable to the
stakeholder business requirements. This process defines and documents the requirements to the
extent that they can be used to develop target state models and developer guides.
Reference implementations (proofs of concept and pilots) demonstrate the validity of technical
designs. Evaluations of the reference implementations are used by stakeholders to make
improvements to the domain analysis, current state models and downstream specifications
through this iterative process.

1.5

Work product map
The figure below provides an outline of the work products:
PDS-MP
Developer
Guide

PDS-API
Sample Request
and Responses

SMIO Software
Validation
Process

PDS-MP
Tester
Guide

PDS-API
Test
Data

Clinical
Package
Validator
(CPV)

SMIO SM
Implementation
Conformance
Statement

NASH PKI
organisation certificate
Developer
Guide

SMIO CIS
Implementation
Conformance
Statement
SMIO User Guide
for the Clinical
Package
Validator (CPV)

Application for
NASH PKI
Test Certificate kit

NASH PKI
Test Certificate
Order Form

Figure 2: Work product map

1

Appendix B provides a complete TWG member list
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Table 1: Work product definitions
Work product name

Format

Work product description

PDF

Provides functional and technical implementation guidance for developing
provider directory services and message payload solutions.

PDS-API Sample
Request and Response

MS Excel

Provides technical details around sample requests, corresponding
responses and error scenarios that can be used to inform design and
development

PDS-MP Tester Guide

PDF

Provides functional and technical guidance for developers to validate and
test their products meet the key requirements of the developer guide.

PDS-API Test Data

MS Excel

Provides a test data set that will be used in scenarios to validate and test
the developed products

Clinical Package
Validator (CPV)

Application

Clinical Package Validator (CPV) used to validate messages and generate
output to be used in the Implementation Conformance Statements

SMIO User Guide for
the Clinical Package
Validator (CPV)

PDF

SMIO User guide for the Clinical Package Validator (CPV)

SMIO CIS
Implementation
Conformance
Statement

MS Word

Conformance Statement to be completed by CIS product developers to
demonstrate conformance to requirements

SMIO SM
Implementation
Conformance
Statement

MS Word

Conformance Statement to be completed by SM product developers to
demonstrate conformance to requirements

SMIO Software
Validation Process

PDF

Specifies the process that a software developer must follow in order to
demonstrate to the Agency that they have met the software development
requirements associated with the Industry Offer.

NASH PKI organisation PDF
certificate Developer
Guide

Designed to assist developers to implement and test changes in their
software to transition to a NASH PKI organisation certificate to connect to
both the HI Service and the My Health Record system and to support
secure messaging

Application for NASH
PKI Test Certificate kit

PDF

This form contains the terms and conditions to obtain a Test Certificate
and Related Software and Materials.

NASH PKI Test
PDF
Certificate Order Form

Application to request a NASH Test Certificate kit for the purpose of the
SMIO

PDS-MP Developer
Guide
(This document)

Please refer to Appendix A for a reference on the developer requirements checklist
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1.6

Developer definitions
Definition of key terms used in the developer guide:
Table 2: Developer definitions

Developer

Definition

SM Developer

Secure Message developer that maintains a provider directory and has the responsibility of
exposing an online provider directory and delivering messages securely to other SM
developers it has commercial agreements with.

CIS Developer

Clinical Information System developer that maintains end user products including Practice
Management Systems (PMSs) or Electronic Medical Records (EMRs) that output and input
messages for the purpose of providing clinical care to patients.

1.7

The secure messaging Technical Working Group (TWG) and the HL7 Australia
Orders & Observations (O&A) Working Group

The secure messaging Technical Working Group (TWG) is the key decision-making authority through which
design issues and technical questions that pertain to the industry's secure messaging solution are discussed
and resolved. It is incumbent upon all SMIO participants to monitor the decisions of the TWG and
implement their solutions in line with these decisions. However, SMIO participants will not be blocked from
successful completion of the SMIO process due to their being outstanding issues yet to be resolved by the
TWG. SMIO particpants are strongly encouraged to monitor the list of issues that are being resolved by the
TWG by subscribing to updates made available through the following web page:
https://collaborate.digitalhealth.gov.au/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=63085311.
NB: The web page is a list of all open technical issues that may affect SMIO participants. Not every item
being tracked there will require TWG input/decisions.
The HL7 Australia Orders & Observations (O&A) Working Group is the key decision-making authority for the
specifications defining the Australialian localisation of HL7 version 2.4 messages. These are being used as
part of the SMIO. The Group's web page can be found at
https://confluence.hl7australia.com/display/OOADRM20181/Australian+Diagnostics+and+Referral+Messag
ing+-+Localisation+of+HL7+Version+2.4. Links to the REF-I12 and RRI-I12 specifications being used for the
SMIO can be found on the ADHA web site at https://developer.digitalhealth.gov.au/resources/faqs/securemessaging-provider-directory-service-message-payload. Clarifications and small changes to these
specifications have been made by the O&A Group to ensure secure messaging systems can exchange
standardised message formats that all systems can process and understand. A list of decisions made by the
O&O Group that impact the SMIO can be found on the ADHA web site at:
https://developer.digitalhealth.gov.au/resources/faqs/secure-messaging-provider-directory-servicemessage-payload

7 May 2020
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2

Operational overview

This section describes the operational context for this developer guide across the following
patient journey:

2.1

•

Referral for clinical service

•

Patient report or letter to healthcare provider

Referral context
The referral context covers the following stages of the referred patient journey.
In scope

Create
Referral

Find
Provider

Out of scope

Send
Referral

Administer
Referral

Referral Sender

Deliver
Service

Referral Receiver

Figure 3: Referral developer guide high level scope

In summary, these stages cover:
•

Find provider: The tasks undertaken to locate an appropriate service and practitioner
across multiple provider directories and present the details for the referring practitioner
to correctly address the referral.

•

Create referral: The tasks undertaken by the referring practitioner required to confirm
the appropriate clinical pathway for the patient based on their condition and generate a
referral for the required services.

•

Send referral: The tasks undertaken by the referring practitioner required to send the
created referral.

•

Administer referral: The tasks undertaken to receive the referral, direct it to the
appropriate service owner, register and triage the referral, and acknowledge receipt of
the referral back to the referring practitioner.
o

•

Deliver service: The tasks undertaken by the referral recipient to review the referral
documentation and patient record, treat the patient (which may result in additional
referrals), and update the patient’s record with the consultation notes. (Not in scope.)
o

12 of 73

Scheduling of the appointments, presentation of the patient to the appointment
and managing pre-arrival requirements are not in scope for this developer guide.
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2.2

Patient report context
The patient report context covers the following stages of the patient report journey.
In scope

Create
Patient
Report

Find
Provider

Out of scope

Send
Patient
Report

Administer
Patient
Report

Report Sender

Discuss
Outcomes

Report Receiver

Figure 4: Patient report developer guide high level scope

The patient report could refer to either of the following documents:
•

Specialist Letter (can be used by Allied Health or General Practitioner)

•

Discharge Summary

In summary, these stages cover:
•

Find provider: The tasks undertaken to locate the referring provider or provider and
present the details to the reporting practitioner to allow the report to be correctly
addressed.

•

Create patient report: The tasks undertaken by the reporting practitioner that are
required to track progress through the appropriate clinical pathway for the patient, based
on their condition, and generate a patient report for the required service.

•

Send patient report: The tasks undertaken by the reporting practitioner required to send
the created patient report.

•

Administer patient report: The tasks undertaken to receive the patient report, direct it to
the appropriate service owner, and acknowledge to the reporting practitioner that the
report was received.
o

•

Discuss outcomes: The tasks undertaken by the referrer to review the patient report
documentation and patient record, treat the patient (which may result in additional
referrals), and update the patient’s record with notes from the consultation. (Not in
scope.)
o

7 May 2020
DH-3184:2020
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3

Workflow overview

3.1

Referral workflow
Figure 5 below outlines a typical referral workflow.
1

14 of 73

Find the referral recipient by searching for a provider (individual or organisation) using a directory:
•

By default, the Online Provider Directory is used when it is available and gives access to numerous source directories it maintains of up to date
Provider information. Information from the Online Provider Directory can be saved and added to the Local Address Book (if available) for future
offline use.

•

The Local Address Book (if available) is used when the CIS product or service is offline or can be used to find regularly used/favourite providers.
Additional information may be stored in the Local Address Book that is not available from the Online Provider Directory. Information in the
Local Address Book SHALL be regularly maintained and updated when changes are made to contacts in the Online Provider Directory.

2

Enter known search criteria to locate referral recipient.

3

Select the preferred referral recipient and the letter template required. The referral recipient information will populate the address section of the
referral.

4

Complete the referral template by adding required information from the patient’s record and include additional information as required. Results
and images can be embedded or attached to the referral.

5

Review, finalise and sign the referral.

6

Print a copy of the referral for the patient if required.

7

Securely send the referral electronically to the Referral Recipient using a Secure Messaging Service.

8

The recipient system should automatically send an acknowledgement that the referral message has been received. This does not indicate if the
referral message has been read or actioned.
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Patient

Provider Directory Service

Referral
Request

Local
Address
Book

Referral Provider

Provider
Details

Referral
Request
Received

Provider
Address
Search
Criteria

New
Provider
Details

Provider
Search
Results

1
Lookup Referral
Recipient’s
Address

Referral Letter
Template

Patient
Information
2
Draft Referral
Letter

Printed
Referral

Applicable information
required for the referral
including medical history
and test results included
or attached to the referral
letter

Approved signed letter
that may include attached
or embedded results and
images

Referral Secure Message
Acknowledgement
Received

3
Finalise Referral

4
Print Referral
Give Printed Copy of
Referral to Patient

5
Send Referral
Secure Message

Could be a General
Practitioner or a Specialist
Referral

Secure Message
Received
Automated System
Notification

Referral Secure
Message

Secure Messaging Service

Referral
Recipient

Referral Secure Message
Could be an individual, an
organisation/hospital or a
health service

Referral letter may apply
to an existing or a new
patient

Referral Secure
Message
Received

6
Send Referral
Received
Notification

Figure 5: Referral workflow
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3.2

Patient report workflow
The patient report workflow support both solicited reports and unsolicited letters.
Figure 6 below outlines the patient report workflow.
1

For accepted referrals and solicited reports, search the Local Address Book (if available) using known search criteria to locate the required referral
provider.
•

2

16 of 73

If found, select the referral provider and the letter template required. The referral provider information will populate the address section of the
patient report.

For unsolicited letters or if the referral provider details are unavailable, search for the provider (individual or organisation) using the Online Provider
Directory. Information obtained from the Online Provider Directory can be saved and added to the Local Address Book (if available) for future offline
use.
•

Enter known search criteria to locate provider.

•

Select the preferred provider and the letter template required. The provider information will populate the address section of the patient report.

2

Complete the patient report template by adding required information from the patient’s record and include additional information as required.
Results and images can be embedded or attached.

3

Review, finalise and sign the patient report.

4

Print a copy of the patient report for the patient if required.

5

Securely send the patient report electronically to the provider using a Secure Messaging Service.

6

The recipient system automatically sends an acknowledgement that the patient report message has been received. This does not indicate if the
patient report message has been read or actioned.
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Referral Provider

Patient
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Referral
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1
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Provider
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Provider
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Accepted
Referral
No Referral
Provider
Details

Could be a Specialist
Letter, Discharge
Summary,etc.

Provider
Search
Results

2
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Providers
Address

Printed
Patient Report
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required for the Patient
Report

Patient Report
Template

Patient
Information
3
Draft Patient
Report

Approved signed report
that may include attached
or embedded results and
images

4
Finalise Patient
Report

5
Print Patient
Report

Referral Provider
Details found
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health service
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Give Printed Copy of
Patient Report to Patient

6
Send Patient
Report Secure
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Patient Report

Patient Report Secure
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Secure Message
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Automated System
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Secure Messaging Service

Recipient
Provider
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Received

6
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Figure 6: Patient report workflow
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4

Provider directory overview

The ability for one provider to find the address of other providers is fundamental to secure
messaging. CISs interact directly and indirectly with Directory Operators to enable business
service requestors to find appropriate business service providers, and, having done so, for their
systems to exchange meaningful messages with each other.
Conceptually, provider organisations or individuals publish their own information that identifies
themselves and lists the business, healthcare or healthcare-related services that they claim to
provide and the technical details necessary for secure messaging.
The figure below outlines the key roles that interact in the provider directory environment:
Identity
Provider

S

S

S

C
Directory
Publisher

S

C

C

C
Directory
Publisher

C

S

C

C

S

C

S

S

Broker

C

C
Directory
Operator

C
S

C

Directory
Operator

S

C

C

S

Directory
Operator
C

C

Aggregator

C

Directory
Consumer

C

S

C

Directory
Consumer
C

S

S
S

Server Implementation

S

Client Implementation

Content
Validator

S

In scope services

Out of scope services

In scope role

Out of scope role

Some products combine these roles

C

Figure 7: Provider directory interactions
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4.1

4.2

Key roles
•

Directory Publisher: The Directory Publisher role is typically a provider organisation entity
that publishes healthcare provider information directly or indirectly to Directory
Operators.

•

Broker: The Broker role enables validation and manages distribution of healthcare
provider details to participating Directory Operators.

•

Identity Provider: An Identity Provider manages verified identity attributes and provides
certificate validation and revocation services with support for PKI and OAuth.

•

Directory Operator: The Directory Operator role stores and manages provider details
(business and technical) for healthcare purposes.

•

Content Validator: The Content Validator role manages an authoritative source or system
of record for the purpose of validating provider directory details.

•

Aggregator: An Aggregator role provides services that consolidates search results from
multiple directory operators based on agreed criteria.

•

Directory Consumer: The Directory Consumer role is typically a provider organisation or
individual provider that uses an online provider directory to find providers.

Role implementation
4.2.1

CIS developers

The provider directory roles that are to be implemented by CIS developers as part of the scope of
this developer guide:
•

4.2.2

Directory Consumer

SM developers

The provider directory roles that are in scope to be implemented by SM developers as part of the
scope this developer guide:
•

Directory Operator

•

Aggregator
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5

Secure messaging overview

Secure messaging is defined as the use of the public internet to send the private information of
consumers between systems, where a consumer’s information is sent for the purpose of
supporting the delivery of specific instances of healthcare or healthcare-related service to that
consumer.
The developers of secure messaging products and services typically require their clients to install
proprietary software agents that integrate with the clients’ CISs. These agents then communicate
with other agents supplied by the same developer. They may communicate directly or via
intermediary systems that route, store and deliver messages to other agents. The agents will need
to communicate with agents and intermediaries from other developers.
The figure below outlines the key roles that interact in the secure message environment:

S

Identity
Provider

S

S

C

C

C

Sender
Secure Message C
Agent

Message
Author

C

S

Message
Recipient

Secure Message S
Intermediary

Receiver
C Secure Message
Agent

Message
Recipient

Secure Message
Intermediary

S

C
Receiver
C Secure Message
Agent

C

S
Message
Author

Sender
Secure Message
Agent

C

C

C

S

C

C

C

S
S

Server Implementation

S

Client Implementation

Content
Validator

In scope service

S

Out of scope service

Some products combine these roles

C
In scope role

Out of scope role

Figure 8: Secure messaging interactions

5.1

Key roles
•
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Message Author: The Message Author role is typically a provider organisation entity that
creates messages using a CIS or EMR for the purpose of providing healthcare services. In
some instances, the Message Sender role may also sign the message (e.g. CDA).
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5.2

•

Sender Secure Message Agent: The Sender Secure Message Agent role is responsible for
encrypting and transmitting the message from a sending organisation to the Receiver
Secure Message Agent using one or more intermediaries. In some instances, the Sender
Secure Message Agent role may also sign the message.

•

Secure Message Intermediary: The Secure Message Intermediary role provides messaging
and storage services that allow Secure Message Agents to function with a limited network
presence, minimal directory capability and without directly hosting Web services. A
Secure Message Intermediary thus offers message delivery and transport response
hosting services.

•

Receiver Secure Message Agent: The Receiver Secure Message Agent role is responsible
for receiving and decrypting the message from a sending organisation using one or more
intermediaries. In some instances, the Receiver Secure Message Agent role may also
validate the authenticity of the message.

•

Message Recipient: The Message Recipient role is typically a provider organisation entity
that is the message recipient and consumes messages into a CIS or EMR for the purpose
of providing healthcare services. In some instances, the Message Receiver role may also
validate the authenticity of the message.

•

Identity Provider: An Identity Provider manages verified identity attributes and provides
certificate validation and revocation services with support for PKI and OAuth.

•

Content Validator: An organisation/entity that is an authoritative source or system of
record for the purpose of validating provider directory details or message payloads

Role implementation
5.2.1

CIS developers

The secure message delivery roles that are to be implemented by CIS developers as part of the
scope this developer guide:
•

Message Author

•

Message Recipient

For CIS products that combine the roles above with Secure Message Agent roles, the interface
between these roles is expected to remain unchanged and outside the scope of this developer
guide.

5.2.2

SM developers

There is no change to the scope of secure message delivery roles implemented by the SM
developers. The expectation is for the SM developer to provide carriage to any provider that is
presented as part of the federated search through their Directory Operator or Aggregator roles.
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6

Provider directory functional implementation

6.1

Access services
This section outlines the access profile options for this developer guide.
API Key and SMART on FHIR can be used as per implementation guidance but that the Agency will
not be involved in supporting the development and testing of these authentication methods as
they have been removed from the scope of the current SMIO.

6.1.1

Mutual x509

In mutual certificate-based authentication, the client x.509 certificate identity adds an additional
level of asymmetrical cryptography to the standard SSL/TLS channel.
This is based on leveraging the existing standard – ATS 5820-2010 E-health web services profile
which in turn references RFC2246 for TLS. As per ATS-5820-2010, service providers SHALL use a
mutually authenticated connection and SHALL not accept connections that are not mutually
authenticated.
One advantage of TLS is that it is application protocol independent. Higher level protocols can
layer on top of the TLS Protocol transparently. The TLS standard, however, does not specify how
protocols add security with TLS.
The figure below outlines the high level interactions between any client role and any server role
to support mutual x509 access profile:

Any client role

Any server role

Server certificate
Client validates
server certificate

Client certificate

Server validates
client certificate

Figure 9: Mutual x509 authentication

6.1.1.1
•
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Prerequisites
Client and server identity registration with a credible and trusted Certificate Authority
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Table 3: Mutual x509 interactions
Interaction

Details

x509 mutual
authentication

•

•

6.1.2

The server SHALL authenticate itself to the client application by presenting its
identity to the client. This authentication gives the client the confidence that it is
communicating with the API it actually intends to communicate with, and not with
some malicious man-in-the-middle service.
Client SHALL authenticate itself to the server by presenting its identity using a
NASH or CA trusted commercial certificate. This authentication gives the server
confidence that the client is who it claims to be.

API key

An API Key “shared secret” is a code assigned to a product and vendor that is used whenever that
entity makes a call to an API.
API Keys are, by nature, not a complete solution. While they may be perfectly fine for read-only
purposes, they are too weak a solution to match the complexity of a high-use API system. To this
aim, the API key option is also based on leveraging the RFC2246 for TLS, albeit using one-way
server authentication only. The server will use the API key to authenticate the client to make
operations on the server.
API keys by design lack granular control and API key gives full access to every operation an API can
perform. The API key will be presented in the Authorization field of the HTTP request
header.
Any client role

Client stores
API key

Any server role

API key

Server provides
API key

Figure 10: API key

6.1.2.1
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Prerequisites

•

Agreement between client and server parties on use of the API key and recognition of the
consequences when the key is found to be compromised.

•

Server identity registration with a credible and trusted Certificate Authority.
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Table 4: API key interactions
Interaction

Details

API key

•

•
•

6.1.3

The server generates the API key and sends it to client using a secure channel. The
definition of the secure channel is outside the scope of this document and will be
agreed between client and server party.
Distribution and handling of API keys is very important and would need agreed
between client and server
Assignment of API Keys should be at a minimal granularity of an API key for each
vendor. Ideally this should per instance of vendor product.

SMART on FHIR

SMART on FHIR is a set of open specifications that allow third party applications and backend
services to access resources from FHIR servers that have pre-authorised defined scopes of access.
Details on the SMART on FHIR profiles can be found using the following links:
•

SMART Application Launch Framework

•

SMART Backend Services: Authorization Guide

As per the specifications, before an application or backend service can access the FHIR resources
it needs to register with an authorisation service. SMART on FHIR does not specify a standards
based registration process but does provide a recommendation.
The figure below outlines a simplistic overview of interactions between client role and server role
to support SMART-on-FHIR authorisation:

Client role

Client
registration
(once at setup)

Authorisation
(access setup)

Server role

Client registration
Client-ID

Client assertions / credentials
Access token

Figure 11: SMART on FHIR

6.1.3.1
•
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Prerequisites
Client and server identity registration with a credible and trusted Certificate Authority.
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Table 5: SMART on FHIR interactions
Interaction

Details

Client registration

•
•
•

Authorisation

•
•
•
•

6.1.4

The client is registered with the server
Upon successful client registration, the server role shall return a client-id and
other metadata confirming the registration.
The server role will apply the relevant scopes for the client. (Application and
scope assignment are governed by the policies of the Server role and outside
the scope of this document).
The application or backend service constructs an authorisation request by
providing client credentials and assertions
The client-id is required in the header of the request.
Upon successful authorisation, an access-token with permitted scope and expiry
timestamp is returned.
For use-cases that require authentication of the user identity an additional
identity-token is returned.

Implementation guidance

Both client and server roles SHALL be able to support Mutual x509 profiles, which is considered to
be the minimum security profile and national interoperability standard. In addition, there are
provisions for other security profile options based on agreements between server and client roles
as per the table below.
Table 6: Access profile implementation
Profile

Requirement

CIS Provider to SM Provider

SM Provider to SM Provider

Mutual x509

Mandatory

SHALL be supported by CIS providers

SHALL be supported by SM providers

SHALL be supported by SM providers
API key

Optional*

Deprecated - Supported based on existing
agreements between CIS and SM provider
but not for new implementations

Supported based on agreement
between SM providers

SMART on
FHIR

Optional*

Supported based on agreement between
CIS and SM provider

Supported based on agreement
between SM providers

* Note: Currently, implementation and testing of optional access service profiles will be based on
agreements between providers

6.2

Search services
The AU-FHIR-PD defines the following profiles:
•
•
•
•
•
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AU PD Healthcare Service
AU PD Location
AU PD Organisation
AU PD Practitioner
AU PD Practitioner Role
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•

AU PD Secure Messaging Endpoint

As per the AU-FHIR-PD capability statement it is possible to search and read the referenced
profiles individually, but for the purpose of this developer guide we have only modelled the
Practitioner Role and Healthcare Service based on the identified use cases.
Implementation considerations
CIS developers need only support the types of searches that supports the users workflow. For
example, if the end users do not value searching for Healthcare Services by postal code, CIS need
not implement that type of search in their product. For those types of searches that CIS do choose
to implement, the AU-FHIR-PD standard must be followed. The following are proposed tests –
they can be adjusted if CIS vendors choose not to implement the search parameters used in the
tests.
SM developers must build their provider directories to be fully compliant with the AU-FHIR-PD
standard, including supporting all types of searches marked as "MUST-SUPPORT" on the individual
FHIR resource/profile pages.

6.2.1

Directory Consumer with Directory Operator

The figure below outlines the interactions between a Directory Consumer and a single Director
Operator.
Directory
Consumer

Get
provider details
based on search
parameters
(HealthcareService
/ PractitionerRole)

Directory
Operator

Get HealthcareService /
PractitionerRole

Bundle of HealthcareService /
PractitionerRole

Add new
provider
details to local
address book

Figure 12: Directory Consumer with Directory Operator

6.2.1.1
•
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Prerequisites
Authentication and authorisation has been established.
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Table 7: Directory Consumer to Directory Operator interactions
Interaction

Details

Get provider details

•

•

•
•

Add provider details to
local address book

•

•

6.2.2

The Directory Consumer SHALL initiate a provider search with the Directory
Operator based on required parameters as per Get provider list or Get healthcare
service list defined in the Provider directory technical implementation section of
this document.
Search on PractitionerRole or HealthcareService (and related
resources) SHALL be done based on defined scopes for client using defined search
parameters
Upon successful execution, the director operator SHALL return a bundle of AUFHIR-PD resources (PractitionerRole or HealthcareService).
If the Directory Consumer wishes to aggregate the results from another Directory
Operator it has a relationship with it will need to go through the interactions
outlined above before attempting to consolidate the results.
Upon successful retrieval, the provider details may be stored in the local address
book for ease of use in future transactions (only for products with local address
book capability).
Any provider detail anomalies (e.g. name change) between the local address book
and online directory SHALL be addressed to ensure provider details are consistent
in the local address book.

Directory Consumer with Aggregator

The figure below outlines the interactions between a Directory Consumer and multiple Directory
Operators via an intermediary Aggregator:
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Directory
Consumer

Directory
Operator 1

Aggregator

Get HealthcareService /
PractitionerRole

Get HealthcareService /
PractitionerRole
Get
provider details
based on search
parameters
(HealthcareService
/ PractitionerRole)

Bundle of HealthcareService /
PractitionerRole

Directory
Operator 2
Get HealthcareService /
PractitionerRole
Aggregated bundle of
HealthcareService /
PractitionerRole

Bundle of HealthcareService /
PractitionerRole

Add new
provider
details to local
address book

Figure 13: Directory Consumer with Aggregator

6.2.2.1
•

Prerequisites
Authentication and authorisation has been established.
Table 8: Directory Consumer with Aggregator interactions

Interaction
Get provider details

Details
•

•

•
•

2

The Directory Consumer SHALL initiate a provider search with the Aggregator
based on required parameters as per Get provider list or Get healthcare service
list defined in the Provider directory technical implementation section of this
document.
Search on PractitionerRole and/or HealthcareService (and related
resources) SHALL be done based on defined scopes for client using search
parameters as defined Provider directory technical implementation section of
this document.
The Aggregator in turn SHALL perform a federated search based on the defined
and configured source of directory operators that it has agreements with. 2
The federated search SHALL use the same search criteria across all subscribing
Directory Operators.

The provision of agreements between Aggregator and Directory Operator are outside the scope of this document.
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Interaction

Details

Add provider details to
local address book

•

The Aggregator SHALL consolidate the results from the Directory Operators and
present the results as a bundle of AU-FHIR-PD resources
(PractitionerRole or HealthcareService).

•

Upon successful retrieval, the provider details may be stored in the local
address book for ease of use in future transactions (only for products with local
address book capability)
Any provider detail anomalies (e.g. name change) between the local address
book and online directory SHALL be addressed to ensure provider details are
consistent in local address book.

•

6.2.2.2 Aggregation protocol
It should be noted that the aggregation of results from multiple Directory Operators is expected
to highlight potential duplicates. Whilst the motivation to improve the quality of the resulting
search output is desired, it is yet unclear on what the rules and protocols are that would govern
provider record duplicate classification.
It is for this reason that we recommend that the Aggregators do not apply undefined
consolidation rules and provide the search results with all duplicates in raw form for the Directory
Consumer and end user to make the selection.

6.2.3

Suggestive UI reference wireframes

This section of the developer guide provides suggestive UI wireframes that can be leveraged to
aid in the design of the workflow when searching for providers.
6.2.3.1 Provider search – individual
The figure below provides an indicative UI for an individual provider search:
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Provider Search

Individual

Organisation

Individual Name

Enter Text

Specialty

Select

within

Select Location Type

Enter Text

Postcode
City
State
Identifier

Select Identifier Type

Enter Identifier

HPI-I
Provider Number
SMD Identifier
Status

Active
Inactive

Search

Figure 14: Individual provider search

The following table provides a suggestive mapping between the UI attribute and FHIR attribute.
Table 9: Individual provider search mappings
UI Attribute

FHIR attribute

Comments

Individual
Name

PractitionerRole.practitioner.name

Specialty

PractitionerRole.specialty

Within

PractitionerRole.location.addresspostcode

This could be the post code or city
or state.

PractitionerRole.location.address-city
PractitionerRole.location.address-state
Identifier

PractitionerRole.identifier

Status

PractitionerRole.active
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•

Servers SHALL support paging for the results of a search interaction as per FHIR paging
method for sending continuation links to the client when returning a Bundle.

6.2.3.2 Provider search – organisation
The figure below provides an indicative UI for an organisation provider search.
Provider Search

Individual

Organisation

Practice Name

Enter Text

Type

Select
within

Select Location Type

Enter Text

Postcode
City
State

Identifier

Select Identifier Type

Enter Identifier

HPI-O
SMD Identifier
Status

Active
Inactive

Search

Figure 15: Organisation provider search

The following table provides a suggestive mapping between the UI attribute and FHIR attribute.
Table 10: Organisation provider search mappings
UI Attribute

FHIR attribute

Practice Name

HealthcareService.name

Service Type

HealthcareService.type
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UI Attribute

FHIR attribute

Comments

Within

HealthcareService.location.addresspostcode

This could be the post code or city
or state

HealthcareService.location.address-city
HealthcareService.location.address-state
Identifier

HealthcareService.identifier

Status

HealthcareService.active

•

This could be the HPI-O or external
secure message vendor identifier

Servers SHALL support paging for the results of a search interaction as per FHIR paging
method for sending continuation links to the client when returning a Bundle

6.2.3.3 Search results – individual
The figure below provides an indicative UI for individual provider search results.

First Name
Anna
Nicole
Annabell
Anna

Surname
Jones
Saint
Willson
Jones

Speciality
Radiology
Radiology
Radiology
Radiology

Organisation
Burrill Lake Medical
Nowra Hill Imaging
Radar Group
Burrill Lake Medical

Source
Local Address Book
Dir-X Organisation
Dir-Y Organisation
Dir-Y Organisation

Connectivity Type
Secure Message
Fax / Paper / Other
Secure Message
Secure Message

Location
Nowra NSW
Franklin ACT
Bodalla NSW
Nowra NSW

Figure 16: Individual provider search results
Table 11: Individual provider search result mappings
UI Attribute

FHIR attribute

Comments

First Name

PractitionerRole.practitioner.given

Surname

PractitionerRole.practitioner.family

Specialty

PractitionerRole.specialty

Organisation

PractitionerRole.organization.name

Source

PractitionerRole.endpoint.
managingOrganization.display
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UI Attribute

FHIR attribute

Comments

Connectivity
Type

PractitionerRole.endpoint.connection-type

This could be further mapped to
“Secure Message” for
http://hl7.org.au/fhir/pd/pd2/Code
System-smd-interfaces.html
connection type code and “Fax /
Paper / Other” for other codes or if
there is no endpoint

Location

PractitionerRole.location.address-city
PractitionerRole.location.address-state

•

The attributes presented are only a subset returned and this view SHOULD be able to be
configured to add and remove attributes as required.

•

The results MAY be sortable and further filtered as required.

•

The results SHALL be paged for ease of navigation.

•

Each record can be selected and opened to view details.

6.2.3.4 Search results – organisation
The figure below provides an indicative UI for organisation provider search results.

Practice
Southern Clinic
Northern Clinic
Nowra Hill East
Nowra Hill East
Nowra Hill West

Type
Radiology
Radiology
Radiology
Radiology
Radiology

Organisation
Radar Group
Radar Group
Nowra Hill Imaging
Nowra Hill Imaging
Nowra Hill Imaging

Source
Local Address Book
Dir-X Organisation
Dir-X Organisation
Dir-Y Organisation
Dir-Z Organisation

Connectivity Type
Secure Message
Secure Message
Fax / Paper / Other
Fax / Paper / Other
Secure Message

Location
Nowra NSW
Dubbo NSW
Franklin ACT
Franklin ACT
Franklin ACT

Figure 17: Organisation provider search results
Table 12: Organisation provider search result mappings
UI Attribute

FHIR attribute

Comments

Practice

HealthcareService.name

Service Type

HealthcareService.type

Organisation

HealthcareService.organization.name

Source

HealthcareService.endpoint.
managingOrganization.display
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UI Attribute

FHIR attribute

Comments

Connectivity
Type

HealthcareService.endpoint.connectiontype

This could be further mapped to
“Secure Message” for
http://hl7.org.au/fhir/pd/pd2/Code
System-smd-interfaces.html
connection type code and “Fax /
Paper / Other” for other codes or
when there is no endpoint

Location

HealthcareService.location.address-city
HealthcareService.location.address-state
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•

The attributes presented are only a subset returned and this view SHOULD be able to be
configured to add and remove attributes as required.

•

The results MAY be sortable and further filtered as required.

•

The results SHALL be paged for ease of navigation.

•

Each record can be selected and opened to view details
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6.2.3.5 Select individual provider – from online provider directory
The figure below provides an indicative UI for an individual’s provider details from an online
directory.
Online Provider Directory
Individual Provider Details

Title

Doctor

Provider No.

123456789

Firstname

Annabell

Surname

Willson

Specialty

Radiology

Address

56 Redgum Street

Suburb

Bodalla

State

NSW

Postcode

2545

Email

test@testdoctor.com

Mobile

0455 555 555

Work

02 5555 5556

Fax

02 5555 5555

Pager

555

Source

Dir-Y Organisation

Print

Send to

Save to Local Address Book

Close

Figure 18: Individual provider details from online provider directory
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•

The attributes presented are disabled (greyed out) as they are returned from an online
directory and cannot be edited.

•

An option to save the details to the local address book is available; the CIS would need to
manage how the details are persisted in the local address book.
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6.2.3.6 Select individual provider – from local address book
The figure below provides an indicative UI for an individual’s provider details from a local address
book.
Local Address Book
Individual Provider Details

Title

Doctor

Provider Number

123456789

Firstname

Annabell

Surname

Willson

Specialty

Radiology

Address

56 Redgum Street

Suburb

Bodalla

State

NSW

Postcode

2545

Email

test@testdoctor.com

Mobile

0455 555 555

Work

02 5555 5556

Fax

02 5555 5555

Pager

555

Connectivity Type

Notes

Fax Only

Enter Text

Print

Send to

Save

Close

Figure 19: Individual provider details from local address book
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•

Some of the attributes presented are disabled (greyed out) as they are returned from an
online directory and cannot be edited.

•

It is possible that the local address book contains additional metadata about the
individual provider that are not maintained in the online directory (e.g. notes, category)
which can be edited.
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6.2.3.7 Select organisation provider – from online provider directory
The figure below provides an indicative UI for an organisation’s provider details from an online
directory.
Online Provider Directory
Organisation Provider Details

Practice

North Clinic

Organisation

Clinic Group

Address

12 Main Practice Place

Suburb

The Place

QLD

Postcode

9876

State
Type

Email
Phone

Radiology
Pathology
Cardiology
test@testOrganisation.com
09 1234 5678

Fax
Source

Print

Dir-X Organisation

Send to

Save to Local Address Book

Close

Figure 20: Organisation provider details from online provider directory
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•

The attributes presented are disabled (greyed out) as they are returned from an online
directory and cannot be edited.

•

An option to save the details to the local address book is available; the CIS would need to
manage how the details are persisted in the local address book.
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6.2.3.8 Select organisation provider – from local address book
The figure below provides an indicative UI for an organisation’s provider details from a local
address book.

Figure 21: Organisation provider details from local address book

•

Some of the attributes presented are disabled (greyed out) as they are returned from an
online directory and cannot be edited.

•

It is possible that the local address book contains additional metadata about the
individual provider that are not maintained in the online directory (e.g. notes, category)
which can be edited.

6.2.4

Code set mappings

For CIS products and product instances that maintain their own categories and codes for
specialties and service types, it is recommended that the local sets are mapped with the value
sets used by the online directories to ensure that specialty or service type based searches return
results from all sources.
The following diagram provides a view on how this may work:
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Figure 22: Real time local address book synchronisation

SNOMED speciality list can be sourced from here :
https://r4.ontoserver.csiro.au/fhir/ValueSet/$expand?url=http://snomed.info/sct?fhir_vs=ecl/%3C
394658006&count=1000&activeOnly=true
Using browser will only provide a subset - recommend using a tool like Postman to issue request to
get a complete list response.

6.3

Synchronisation
6.3.1

Local address book synchronisation

For CIS products that use a local address book, it is highly recommended to ensure that local
provider details remain current based on changes that occur in online directories and source
systems of record.
To meet this objective, the following options are suggested:
•

Individual / real-time

•

Batch / near-time

6.3.1.1 Individual / real-time
The individual / real-time option is based on validating the provider details with the Aggregator or
Directory Operator endpoint at message creation time. Only the recipient details are validated
and any anomalies between local address book and source is rectified resulting with the local
address book being synchronised.
The key benefit of this approach is that provider details are validated in real-time which
significantly increases the probability that the message will be correctly addressed and delivered.
This is outlined in the figure below:
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Action required
Your Local Address Book is out of date.

Send Message

Would you like to update these fields now?

Local Address Book

Yes

Issue
Identified

Address Message
from Local Address Book

No

Compare with
Online Directory

Online Directory
Comparison

Ok

Online Directory

Two
instances
of same
contact

Yes
No

Local Address Book
updated
Ok

Your message may
not be sent
Provider Directory
Service

CIS

Ok

Figure 23: Real time local address book synchronisation

6.3.1.2 Batch / near-time
The batch / near-time option is based on validating the provider details with the Aggregator or
Directory Operator endpoint at the specified frequency. This would involve a CIS product
executing a process and iterating through the local address book to validate provider details with
the source system of record. Any anomalies between local address book and source are
documented and queued for rectification by a practice manager.
This approach is in near-time as the details may have changed and the local address book would
not be aware till next synchronisation event. In addition, this process would be become more
resource intensive as a function of the local address book growing in size.

6.3.2

Directory caching

To ensure that CIS products provide a timely response to the end-users initiating federated
searches across multiple directories, the SM developers managing the directories should cache
provider details of other directories in addition to their own.
Read-through caches work best for read-heavy workloads when the same data is requested many
times. The disadvantage is that when the data is requested the first time, it always results in
cache miss and incurs the extra penalty of loading data to the cache. SM developers can deal with
this by ‘warming’ the cache and issuing queries manually.
Whichever cache strategy is selected it is possible for data to become inconsistent between cache
and the source directory. The implementation of maintaining the cache synchronised with the
source directory is outside the scope of this developer guide, but one possible method could be to
use the FHIR Subscription to define a push-based subscription from a server to another system.
The figure below provides an indicative outline of the cache implementation.
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Figure 24: Directory cache implementation outline
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7

Message payload functional implementation

7.1

Message payloads
The following table outlines the message payload in scope for this developer guide to support
point-to-point secure message information exchange per role.
Table 13: Message payload

Message applications
Referral

Pattern
1

Specialist Letter

HL7 v2.4 REF^I12 with single PDF
payload
(Simplified Referral) Level 1 only

Discharge Summary

Referral

Message type

HL7AU-OO-REF-SIMPLIFIED201706-L1

Recipient

SHALL be able to SHALL be able to
either create
receive, render
REF^I12 or
and process.
MDM^T02
messages or both.
SHALL be able to SHALL be able to
either create
receive, render
REF^I12 or
and process.
MDM^T02
messages or both.

3

HL7 v2.4 RRI^I12 response to HL7
v2.4 REF^I12

SHALL be able to
create on receipt
of REF^I12 based
message only

SHALL be able to
receive, render
and process.

SHALL be able to
create on receipt
of MDM^T02
based messages
only.

SHALL be able to
receive, render
and process.

HL7AU-OO-REF-SIMPLIFIED201706/RRI

7.1.1

Author

HL7 v2.3.1 MDM^T02 with single
CDA payload

Discharge Summary

Acknowledgement

Message

2

Specialist Letter

Patient referral
acknowledgement

Message

3

HL7 v2.3.1 ACK^T02 response to
HL7 v2.3.1 MDM^T02

Supported endpoint message payload types

The following table provides the supported codes as they SHALL appear in the provider directories
for the following code system:
http://hl7.org.au/fhir/CodeSystem/endpoint-payload-type
Table 14: Message payload types
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Code

Display

Message
Author

http://ns.hl7.org.au/hl7v2/profiles/HL7AU-OOREF-SIMPLIFIED-201706-L1

Simplified Profile for
HL7 V2.4 REF
message (Level 1)

Profile on HL7 V2.4 REF message Level 1
profile (HL7AUSD-DFC-OO-ADRM-2018.1
Australian Diagnostics and Referral
Messaging - Localisation of HL7 Version
2.4)

http://ns.hl7.org.au/hl7v2/profiles/HL7AU-OOREF-SIMPLIFIED-201706/RRI

Simplified Profile for Profile for ACK for Simplified Profile for
HL7 V2.4 REF referral HL7 2.4 REF
response message

http://ns.electronichealth.net.au/ack/sc/deliver/ HL7 V2
hl7Ack/2012
Acknowledgement

Profile for ACK

http://ns.electronichealth.net.au/ds/sc/deliver/
hl7Mdm/2012

Discharge Summary CDA contained in
MDM message

HL7 V2 MDM
Discharge Summary

http://ns.electronichealth.net.au/er/sc/deliver/h HL7 V2 MDM
l7Mdm/2012
eReferral

eReferral CDA contained in MDM message

http://ns.electronichealth.net.au/sl/sc/deliver/hl HL7 V2 MDM
7Mdm/2012
Specialist Letter

Specialist Letter CDA contained in MDM
message

7.2

Message payload selection
The following table aims to provide guidance on which referral message type to use in creation of
the message based on the characteristics sought.
Table 15: Message payload selection

Message type

Message characteristics

REF-I12

• HL7 v2.4 based
• Very high degree of customisation and presentation of PDF payload
• Limited validation and conformance capabilities

MDM-T02

• HL7 v2.3.1 based
• Strong validation and conformance capabilities
• Limited in customisation and presentation of CDA payload
• May include PDF attachments within CDA payload

7.3

Message Author
7.3.1

Pattern 1 (REF-I12)

The figure below outlines the interactions between a Message Recipient and a Receiver Secure
Message Agent to support creation of PDF based documents wrapped as REF-I12 including:
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•

Discharge Summaries

Sender
Secure Message
Agent

Message
Author

Sender
Secure Message
Intermediary

User selects provider
(from search results)
Create
request message
(PDF)
Wrap request
message
(REF)
Deliver request
message
(make available)

Import message
Sign request message
(NASH / commercial
private key)
Get recipient endpoint
Endpoint

Encrypt request
message
(Recipient x509 public
key)

Send request
message

Secure request message

Figure 25: Message Author – Pattern 1

7.3.1.1
•
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Table 16: Message Author – Pattern 1 (REF-I12) interactions
Interaction
User selects provider

Details
•
•
•
•

•

•

•

Create request
message

•
•
•

The Message Author SHALL present the user with dialogue to search for a provider.
Based on the search results the user will select the relevant healthcare provider(s).
The Message Author SHALL ensure it has the most up to date information for the
provider details if the local address book is used as the source.
The Message Author SHALL provide a warning message to the user if the recipient
provider selected does not support the connection system code in Australian
Service Interfaces of the AU-FHIR-PD or when no connection system is specified in
the directory.
The Message Author SHOULD provide the ability for the user to accept the risk and
send message or direct the user to an alternative mode for message delivery for
unsupported /unspecified connection systems (e.g. if the provider endpoint is a fax
number).
The Message Author SHALL provide a warning message to the user if the recipient
provider selected does not support one of the payload types defined in supported
endpoint message payload types or when no payload is specified in the directory.
The Message Author SHOULD provide the ability for the user to accept the risk and
create the message or direct the user to an alternative mode for message creation
or delivery or suggest a different provider.
The Message Author SHALL create the message as per one of the supported
payload types defined in supported endpoint message payload types.
The message SHALL be addressed based on the details returned in the endpoint
resource of the query as per FHIR to HL7 v2 address mapping.
A separate message will be created for each healthcare provider selected.

Wrap request message

•

The Message Author SHALL wrap the message in the corresponding HL7 v2
wrappers (i.e. in this case HL7 v2.4 REF-I12).

Deliver request
message

•

The message created is either dropped into the configured directory for the Sender
Secure Message Agent to pull or the Message Author calls an appropriate local
Sender Secure Message Agent service to push the message.

Sign request message

•

The Sender Secure Message Agent SHALL signs the message using the Message
Author’s private key. The Sender Secure Message Agent SHOULD use the NASH
certificate if its available and current as the preferred option.
In cases where the NASH certificate is not available or invalid, a commercially
based certificate from trusted CA containing a SM vendor identifier is also
acceptable. 3

•

Encrypt request
message

•
•
•

The Sender Secure Message Agent SHALL obtain the X509 certificate of the
recipient to obtain the public key to use for encryption.
The Sender Secure Message Agent SHALL leverage the online provider directory to
obtain the Secure Messaging Endpoint containing the X509 details.
In cases where the NASH certificate is not available or invalid, a commercially
based certificate from trusted CA containing a SM vendor identifier is also
acceptable. 4

3

Vendors can sign messages using certificates from any trusted Certificate Authority (CA). At this time the only trusted CA is NASH.
The industry is yet to agree on a process for other CAs to become trusted CAs.
4

Vendors can sign messages using certificates from any trusted Certificate Authority (CA). At this time the only trusted CA is NASH.
The industry is yet to agree on a process for other CAs to become trusted CAs.
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Interaction

Details

Send request message

7.3.2

•

The message is then securely transmitted to the Sender Secure Message
Intermediary.

Pattern 2 (MDM-T02)

The figure below outlines the interactions between a Message Recipient and a Receiver Secure
Message Agent to support creation of CDA based documents wrapped as MDM-T02 including:
•

Referral v1.4

•

Specialist Letter v1.3

•

Discharge Summary v1.5

Sender
Secure Message
Agent

Message
Author

Sender
Secure Message
Intermediary

User selects provider
(from search results)
Create request
message
(CDA)

Sign request message
(NASH private key only)
Wrap request
message
(MDM)
Import message
Deliver message
(make available)

Get recipient endpoint
Endpoint

Sign request message
(NASH private key only)

Encrypt request
message
(Recipient x509 public
key)
Send request
message

Secure request message

Figure 26: Message Author – Pattern 2
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7.3.2.1
•

Prerequisites
Identity registration with a credible identity provider.
Table 17: Message Author – Pattern 2 (MDM-T02) interactions

Interaction
User selects provider

Details
•
•
•
•

•

•

•

Create request
message

•
•
•

Sign request message

•
•

The Message Author SHALL present the user with dialogue to search for a provider.
Based on the search results the user will select the relevant healthcare provider(s).
The Message Author SHALL ensure it has the most up to date information for the
provider details if the local address book is used as the source.
The Message Author SHALL provide a warning message to the user if the recipient
provider selected does not support the following connection system code in
Australian Service Interfaces of the AU-FHIR-PD or when no connection system is
specified in the directory.
The Message Author SHOULD provide the ability for the user to accept the risk and
send message or direct the user to an alternative mode for message delivery for
unsupported /unspecified connection systems (e.g. if the provider endpoint is a fax
number).
The Message Author SHALL provide a warning message to the user if the recipient
provider selected does not support one of the following payload types defined in
supported endpoint message payload types or when no payload is specified in the
directory.
The Message Author SHOULD provide the ability for the user to accept the risk and
create the message or direct the user to an alternative mode for message creation
or delivery or suggest a different provider.
The Message Author SHALL create the message as per one of the supported
payload types defined in supported endpoint message payload types.
The message SHALL be addressed based on the details returned in the endpoint
resource of the query as per FHIR to HL7 v2 address mapping.
A separate message SHALL be created for each healthcare provider selected.
The Message Author SHALL sign the CDA message using the NASH private key.
Note that CDA validation does not support commercial certificates.
In cases where the NASH certificate is not available or invalid, an alternative
payload SHOULD be used.

Wrap request message

•

The Message Author SHALL wrap the message in the corresponding HL7 v2
wrappers (i.e. in this case HL7 v2.3.1 MDM-T02)

Deliver request
message

•

The message created is either dropped into the configured directory for the Sender
Secure Message Agent to pull or the Message Author calls an appropriate local
Sender Secure Message Agent service to push the message.

Sign request message

•

The Sender Secure Message Agent SHALL signs the message using the Message
Author’s private key. The Sender Secure Message Agent SHALL use the NASH
certificate.
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Interaction

Details

Encrypt request
message

•
•
•

Send request message

7.3.3

•

The Sender Secure Message Agent SHALL obtain the X509 certificate of the
recipient to obtain the public key to use for encryption.
The Sender Secure Message Agent SHALL leverage the online provider directory to
obtain the Secure Messaging Endpoint containing the X509 details.
In cases where the NASH certificate is not available or invalid, a commercially
based certificate from trusted CA containing a SM vendor identifier is also
acceptable. 5
The message is then securely transmitted to the Sender Secure Message
Intermediary.

Pattern 3 (RRI-I12 and ACK-T02)

The figure below outlines the interactions between a Message Author and a Sender Secure
Message Agent to support creation of RRI-I12 or ACK-T02 message.

Message
Recipient

Sender
Secure Message
Intermediary

Sender
Secure Message
Agent

Message
Author

System selects provider
(from message)

Create response
message
(RRI / ACK)

Deliver message
(make available)

Import message

Sign response message
(NASH / commercial
private key)
Get recipient endpoint
Endpoint

Encrypt response
message
(Recipient x509 public
key)

Send response
message

Secure response message

Figure 27: Message Author – Pattern 3

7.3.3.1

Prerequisites

•

Identity registration with a credible and trusted identity provider.

•

Request message that require response/acknowledgement.

5
Vendors can sign messages using certificates from any trusted Certificate Authority (CA). At this time the only trusted CA is NASH.
The industry is yet to agree on a process for other CAs to become trusted CAs.
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Table 18: Message Author – Pattern 3 (RRI-I12 and ACK-T02) interactions
Interaction

Details

System selects
provider

•

For an inbound MDM/REF message, the mandatory MSH-4 Sending Facility SHALL
be used as the recipient for the response/acknowledgement.

Create response
message

•

The Message Author SHALL create the response message based on the inbound
request message that it received.
The Message Author SHALL use the addressing details in the message when
creating a response message.
If the inbound request message was REF-I12 the corresponding RRI-I12 message
SHALL be created.
If the inbound request message was MDM-T02 an ACK-T02 message SHALL be
created.

•
•
•
Deliver response
message

•

The message created is either dropped into the configured directory for the Sender
Secure Message Agent to pull or the Message Author calls an appropriate local
Sender Secure Message Agent service to push the message.

Sign response message

•

The Sender Secure Message Agent SHALL sign the message using the Message
Author’s private key. The Sender Secure Message Agent SHOULD use the NASH
certificate that is available and current as the preferred option.
In cases where the NASH certificate is not available or invalid, a commercially
based certificate from a trusted CA containing a SM vendor identifier is also
acceptable.

•

Encrypt response
message

•
•

Send response
message

7.4

•

The Sender Secure Message Agent SHALL obtain the X509 certificate of the
recipient to obtain the public key to use for encryption.
The Sender Secure Message Agent SHALL leverage the Online Provider Directory to
obtain the Secure Messaging Endpoint containing the X509 details or it may
extract that from Secure Message SOAP envelope as per ATS-5822.
The message is then securely transmitted to the Sender Secure Message
Intermediary.

Message Recipient
7.4.1

Pattern 1 (REF-I12)

The figure below outlines the interactions between a Message Recipient and a Receiver Secure
Message Agent to support consumption of PDF based documents wrapped as REF-I12 including:
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Receiver
Secure Message
Agent

Message
Recipient

Message

Decrypt message
and check
authenticity
(REF)
Decrypted message

Deliver message
(make available)

Validate & process
message
(message structure)
Acknowledge message
(create RRI)

Message
Author

Render message
(present PDF content)

Figure 28: Message Recipient – Pattern 1

7.4.1.1

Prerequisites

•

Identity registration with a credible and trusted identity provider.

•

Request message that requires response/acknowledgement.
Table 19: Message Recipient – Pattern 1 (REF-I12) interactions

Interaction
Decrypt message and
check authenticity

Details
•
•
•

Deliver message

•

The Receiver Secure Message Agent SHALL receive the encrypted message and use
the private key to decrypt.
The Receiver Secure Message Agent SHALL check authenticity of the message by
using the X509 public key to confirm message has been signed by a valid sender.
Both NASH and commercial based certificates SHALL be supported when checking
authenticity of messages. 6
The message received is either dropped into the configured directory for the
Message Recipient to pull or the Receiver Secure Message Agent calls an
appropriate local Message Recipient service to push the message.

Vendors can validate messages using certificates from any trusted CA. At this time the only trusted CA is NASH. The industry is yet
to agree on a process for other CAs to become trusted CAs.

6
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Interaction

Details

Validate and process
message

•
•
•
•

The Message Recipient SHALL validate the message based on defined message
payload technical implementation.
The Message Recipient SHALL attempt to attach the message to a patient record in
the system.
Defining the parameter(s) used to successfully attach the content of the message
to the patient record is outside the scope of this developer guide.
If the Message Recipient uses a local address book for provider directory, the
sender details SHOULD be entered into the local address book if they do not exist
(to be used when responding).

Acknowledge message

•

Refer to Message Author – Pattern 3 for details.

Render message

•

The message is correctly rendered using a PDF viewer for the user to action.

7.4.2

Pattern 2 (MDM-T02)

The figure below outlines the interactions between a Message Recipient and a Receiver Secure
Message Agent to support consumption of CDA based documents wrapped as MDM-T02
including:
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Author
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Figure 29: Message Recipient – Pattern 2

7.4.2.1

Prerequisites

•

Identity registration with a credible and trusted identity provider.

•

Request message that requires response/acknowledgement.
Table 20: Message Recipient – Pattern 2 (MDM-T02) interactions

Interaction
Decrypt message and
check authenticity

Details
•
•
•

Deliver message

•

The Receiver Secure Message Agent SHALL receive the encrypted message and use
the private key to decrypt.
The Receiver Secure Message Agent SHALL check authenticity of the message by
using the X509 public key to confirm message has been signed by a valid sender.
Both NASH and commercial based certificates SHALL be supported when checking
authenticity of messages. 7
The message received is either dropped into the configured directory for the
Message Recipient to pull or the Receiver Secure Message Agent calls an
appropriate local Message Recipient service to push the message.

Vendors can validate messages using certificates from any trusted CA. At this time the only trusted CA is NASH. The industry is yet
to agree on a process for other CAs to become trusted CAs.

7
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Interaction

Details

Check authenticity,
validate & process
message

•
•
•
•
•
•

The Message Recipient SHALL check authenticity of the message by using the X509
public key to confirm message has been signed by a valid sender.
Only NASH certificates are supported when checking authenticity of CDA messages.
The Message Recipient SHALL validate the message based on defined message
payload technical implementation.
The Message Recipient SHALL attempt to attach the message to a patient record in
the system.
Defining the parameter(s) used to successfully attach the content of the message
to the patient record is outside the scope of this developer guide.
If the Message Recipient uses a local address book for provider directory, the
sender details SHOULD be entered into the local address book if they do not exist
(to be used when responding).

Acknowledge message

•

Refer to Message Author – Pattern 3 for details.

Render message

•

The message is correctly rendered using a CDA viewer for the user to action.

7.4.3

Pattern 3 (RRI-I12 and ACK-T02)

The figure below outlines the interactions between a Message Recipient and a Receiver Secure
Message Agent to support consumption of RRI-I12 and ACK-T02 based documents:
Receiver
Secure Message
Agent

Message
Recipient

Message

Decrypt message
and check
authenticity
(RRI / ACK)
Deliver message
(make available)

Decrypted message

Store message and
alert user on error
(present content)

Figure 30: Message Recipient – Pattern 3

7.4.3.1
•
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Table 21: Message Recipient – Pattern 3 (RRI-I12 and ACK-T02) interactions
Interaction
Decrypt message and
check authenticity

Details
•
•
•

The Receiver Secure Message Agent SHALL receive the encrypted message and use
the private key to decrypt.
The Receiver Secure Message Agent SHALL check authenticity of the message by
using the X509 public key to confirm message has been signed by a valid sender.
Both NASH and commercial based certificates SHALL be supported when checking
authenticity of messages.

Deliver message

•

The message received is either dropped into the configured directory for the
Message Recipient to pull or the Receiver Secure Message Agent calls an
appropriate local Message Recipient service to push the message.

Store message and
alert on error

•
•

The RRI/ACK message SHALL be stored and presented to user.
The Message Recipient SHALL generate an alert to the user if an error has been
returned or if an ACK/RRI has not been received.

7.5

Message reconciliation

For every REF-I12 or MDM-T02 message sent by a CIS, the CIS must be able to track which have received
RRI-I12 or ACK-T02 responses, and what status the response indicated – accept, reject, error, etc. This is
known as the "message reconciliation process". This information will typically be made available to:
•

clinical end users of the CIS (e.g. a doctor sending a referral for a patient should be able to see in
the patient's record that a response has been received)

•

CIS system administrators, who are are typically responsible for troubleshooting and resolving
technical issues related to message delivery
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8

Provider directory technical implementation

8.1

Search services
8.1.1

Guiding principles

Directory services have been technically implemented using the REST model based on the AUFHIR-PD, and the following guiding principles have been followed:
•

Platform independence;

•

Programming language independence;

•

Standards-based (runs on top of HTTP);

•

Can easily be used in the presence of firewalls.

8.1.2

Key characteristics

•

Resources: identified by logical URLs. Both state and functionality are represented using
resources. Client systems make requests against FHIR resources, either in aggregate or a
specific resource.

•

Logical ids: Assignment of FHIR resource logical ids returned should GUID / UUID based.

•

No connection state: interaction is stateless. Each new request should carry all the
information required to complete it and must not rely on previous interactions with the
same client.

•

HTTP Interaction: GET HTTP requests against FHIR resources. Request headers vary
between access profile selected. Refer to the respective access profile sections in this
document for more details.

•

Response entities: all GET methods respond with the JSON or XML of the resource(s)
being requested.

8.1.3

Get practitioner role list

8.1.3.1 Description
The API is used to get a list of individual providers (PractitionerRole and references)
registered with the server system.
8.1.3.2 Message specification
Resource served on the REST interface (Conformance.rest.resource.type): PractitionerRole
FHIR® based resource reference (Conformance.rest.resource.profile) is available at:
http://hl7.org.au/fhir/pd/pd2/StructureDefinition-au-pd-practitionerrole.html
http://hl7.org/fhir/operationoutcome.html
The server should support both XML and JSON transactions.
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The value can be ‘application/fhir+xml’ (to represent it as XML) Or ‘application/fhir+json’ (to
represent it as JSON). (Conformance.format = "xml" or "json”). This should be represented in the
‘Accept’ and ‘Content-Type’ of the HTTP request header.
8.1.3.3 Request message
The table below summarises the request message to obtain a bundle of PractitionerRole
resources:
Table 22: Get practitioner role list – Request message
Service Name

Get practitioner role list

Resource URI

[base]/PractitionerRole?[search-parameters]

HTTP Method

GET

8.1.3.4 Search parameters
The following search parameters must be supported::
•

PractitionerRole.active

•

PractitionerRole.specialty

•

PractitionerRole.identifier

•

Practitioner.identifier

•

Practitioner.name

•

Practitioner.family

•

Practitioner.given

•

Organization.identifier

•

Location.address-city

•

Location.address-postalcode

•

Location.address-state

•

Endpoint.connection-type

•

Endpoint.payload-type

Expected adherence to search parameters:
•
•

FHIR search _include parameter SHALL be supported to the extent described in above
table.
FHIR search _count parameter SHALL be honoured by directory service provider to limit
the result count as requested by client consumers.

8.1.3.5 Response message
If successful, the online provider directory SHALL return a bundle of PractitionerRole
resources.
This SHALL be returned in either XML or JSON format based on the request header (Accept).
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The bundle may contain additional linked resources if the _include parameter was used in the
request message (i.e. location, organization, endpoint, practitioner) which allows the automatic
inclusion of referenced resources in the response for a search.
In addition, the result returned may be constrained by the _count request parameter.
Expected Bundle result support and behaviour:
•
•

Bundle.link (paging) SHALL be supplied by directory service provider, this is most useful as
_count limit on result count suggests paging is desirable.
Bundle.link (paging) with IANA link relation ‘next’ SHALL be supported by client consuming
system to allow next page retrieval when available.

Refer to PDS-API – Sample Requests and Responses for further details.
8.1.3.6 Error scenarios
In case of error, HTTP error codes that are applicable to this service and SHALL be transmitted in
the response header along with the OperationOutcome details in the response body.
Refer to PDS-API-Sample Requests and Responses to find the applicable API error details.

8.1.4

Get healthcare service list

8.1.4.1 Description
The API is used to get a list of healthcare service organisation providers (HealthcareService
and references) registered with the server system.
8.1.4.2 Message specification
Resource served on the REST interface (Conformance.rest.resource.type):
HealthcareService
FHIR® based resource reference (Conformance.rest.resource.profile) is available at:
http://hl7.org.au/fhir/pd/pd2/StructureDefinition-au-pd-healthcareservice.html
http://hl7.org/fhir/operationoutcome.html
The server should support both XML and JSON transactions.
The value can be ‘application/fhir+xml’ (to represent it as XML) Or ‘application/fhir+json’ (to
represent it as JSON). (Conformance.format = "xml" or "json”). This should be represented in the
‘Accept’ and ‘Content-Type’ of the HTTP request header.
8.1.4.3 Request message
The table below summarises the request message to obtain a bundle of HealthcareService
resources:
Table 23: Get healthcare service list – Request message
Service Name

Get healthcare service list

Resource URI

[base]/HealthcareService?[search-parameters]

HTTP Method

GET
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8.1.4.4 Search parameters
The following search parameters must be supported:
•

HealthcareService.identifier

•

HealthcareService.name

•

HealthcareService.active

•

HealthcareService.specialty

•

HealthcareService.type

•

Location.address-city

•

Location.address-postalcode

•

Location.address-state

•

Organization.identifier

•

Organization.name

•

Endpoint.connection-type

•

Endpoint.payload-type

Expected adherence to search parameters:
•
•

FHIR search _include parameter SHALL be supported to the extent described in above
table.
FHIR search _count parameter SHALL be honoured by directory service provider to limit
the result count as requested by client consumers.

8.1.4.5 Response message
If successful, the online provider directory SHALL return a bundle of HealthcareService
resources.
This SHALL be returned in either XML or JSON format based on the request header (Accept).
The bundle may contain additional linked resources if the _include parameter was used in the
request message (i.e. location, organization, endpoint) which allows the automatic inclusion of
referenced resources in the response for a search.
In addition, the result returned may be constrained by the _count request parameter.
Expected Bundle result support and behaviour:
•
•

Bundle.link (paging) SHALL be supplied by directory service provider, this is most useful as
_count limit on result count suggests paging is desirable.
Bundle.link (paging) with IANA link relation ‘next’ SHALL be supported by client consuming
system to allow next page retrieval when available.

Refer to PDS-API – Sample Requests and Responses for further details.
8.1.4.6 Error scenarios
In case of error, HTTP error codes that are applicable to this service and SHALL be transmitted in
the response header along with the OperationOutcome details in the response body.
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Refer to PDS-API – Sample Requests and Responses to find the applicable API error details.

8.2

Response codes
HTTP response codes appropriate for the result of the request. While the exact meaning of the
code varies depending on the API interaction, the general rules are:
•

200 – The request was successful.

•

201 – The request has been successful and a new resource has been created.

•

204 – The requested interaction was successful and there is no response body.

•

307 – Please repeat the request using the provided URI. Subsequent requests can use the
old URI.

•

400 – Your request was improperly formatted. You should verify that your request
conforms to this specification and re-issue the request in a properly formatted manner.

•

403 – The request was not allowed because the request did not pass authentication or
you do not have the proper access rights to the target.

•

404 – The requested resource does not exist.

•

415 – Unsupported media type.

•

500 – The system failed to process the request because of an error. These responses
should be reported to the system support team as these can represent a bug in the
system.

•

501 – The system does not support the functionality required to fulfil the request.

•

503 – The system is undergoing maintenance or is otherwise temporarily unavailable for
API queries.

Refer to PDS-API – Sample Request and Responses to find the applicable API error details.

8.3

Versioning
The services are versioned according to the following numbering scheme:
majorVersion.minorVersion.patchVersion
This numbering scheme is aligned with Semantic Versioning and FHIR Releases and Versioning,
which has been widely adopted across the software development community.
Its key points are reflected in the following table.
Table 24: Semantic versioning

Version Type

Backwards
compatible

Change Type

Major

No

Functionality changes, e.g.
removed operations;
alignment with new FHIR Specification version

Minor

Yes

Functionality changes, e.g.
additional operations
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Version Type

Backwards
compatible

Change Type

Patch

Yes

Bug fixes

Importantly, the version number of the FHIR API is reflected in the URLs of all API interactions. To
allow for an easy transition to newer versions of the FHIR API, applications should be developed in
ways that allow the setting of the FHIR API version number at a central location and the utilisation
of this setting for all API requests (i.e. dynamic inclusion of the API version number in the URLs of
all API requests).
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9

Message payload technical implementation

9.1

Patient referral message (REF-I12)
The Australian Referral Message has both constrained and also extended the HL7 International
version to allow transmission of a full patient history in one message including referral
information, patient summary, allergies, medication history and patient care.
For detailed information on the message structure please consult the REF-I12 section of the
Australian Diagnostics and Referral Messaging – Localisation of HL7 Version 2.4

9.2

Patient referral response message (RRI-I12)
On receiving a REF^I12 message a system SHALL produce a RRI^I12 response. The purpose of this
message is to inform the originating referrer of the RF1-11 External Referral Identifier allocated by
the receiving system.
Receivers SHOULD not return clinical information to the originating referrer such as reports or
results in the Referral Response Information (RRI).
For detailed information on the message structure please consult the RRI-I12 section of the
Australian Diagnostics and Referral Messaging – Localisation of HL7 Version 2.4

9.3

Medical document management message (MDM-T02)
The HL7 MDM^T02 message SHALL only be used for transporting the CDA package using a single
OBX segment, and SHALL NOT contain any other OBX segments that contain another format of
the same data (e.g. RTF, PDF or text).
All relevant documents SHALL be contained inside the CDA package.
For detailed information on the message structure please consult: HL7 v2 Message Envelope for
CDA Package

9.4

Acknowledgement message (ACK-T02)
Two defined levels of acknowledgements SHALL be supported:
•

Transport – confirmation that the message has arrived at its destination.

•

Application – confirmation that the message has been received within the intended
recipient‘s clinical system.

For detailed information on the message structure please consult: HL7 v2 Message Envelope for
CDA Package

9.5

Message sizing
The total size of the any message outlined above SHALL not exceed 16MB.
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Appendix A

A.1

Developer requirements checklist

CIS developer

Capability Requirement Cardinality
Identifier

Cardinality
Details

Requirement

Document
References

Provide client that supports mutual x509
access profile outlined in the developer
guide

6.1.1, 6.1.4

Provider
Directory
Service

PDS-1

1None
Mandatory

Provider
Directory
Service

PDS-2

3-Optional

Complementary Provide client that supports SMART on
to x509
FHIR backend service access profile
outlined in the developer guide

6.1.3, 6.1.4

Provider
Directory
Service

PDS-3

3-Optional

Complementary Provide client that supports API key
to x509
access profile outlined in the developer
guide

6.1.2, 6.1.4

Provider
Directory
Service

PDS-4

2Related to PDSConditional 6

Provide client (UI) to search using
parameters detailed in the developer
guide for individual healthcare provider
(PractitionerRole) in the AU-FHIR-PD
directory.

6.2.1, 6.2.2,
6.2.3.1, 8.1.3

Provider
Directory
Service

PDS-5

2Related to PDSConditional 7

Provide client (UI) to search using
parameters detailed in the developer
guide for organisation healthcare
providers (HealthcareService) in the AUFHIR-PD directory.

6.2.1, 6.2.2,
6.2.3.2, 8.1.4

Provider
Directory
Service

PDS-6

2Related to PDSConditional 4

Provide client (UI) to display aggregated
individual healthcare provider
(PractitionerRole) search results from the
AU-FHIR-PD directory.

6.2.1, 6.2.2,
6.2.3.3, 8.1.3

Provider
Directory
Service

PDS-7

2Related to PDSConditional 5

Provide client (UI) to display aggregated
organisation healthcare provider
(HealthcareService) search results from
the AU-FHIR-PD directory.

6.2.1, 6.2.2,
6.2.3.4, 8.1.4

Provider
Directory
Service

PDS-8

1None
Mandatory

Provide the ability to view an individual
healthcare provider (PractitionerRole)
details and included references stored in
the AU-FHIR-PD directory

6.2.3.5,
6.2.3.6

Provider
Directory
Service

PDS-9

1None
Mandatory

Provide the ability to view an organisation 6.2.3.7,
healthcare provider (HealthcareService)
6.2.3.8
included references stored in the AUFHIR-PD directory
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Capability Requirement Cardinality
Identifier

Cardinality
Details

Requirement

Document
References

Provider
Directory
Service

PDS-10

2Local Address
Conditional Book only

If the CIS product has a local address
book, provide the ability to save a newly
found individual healthcare provider
(PractitionerRole) from the AU-FHIR-PD
directory to a local address book

6.2.3.5,
6.2.3.6

Provider
Directory
Service

PDS-11

2Local Address
Conditional Book only

If the CIS product has a local address
book, provide the ability to save a newly
found organisation healthcare provider
(HealthcareService) from the AU-FHIR-PD
directory to a local address book

6.2.3.7,
6.2.3.8

Provider
Directory
Service

PDS-12

2Local Address
Conditional Book only

If the CIS product has a local address
book, provide the ability to update
individual healthcare provider
(PractitionerRole) saved in a local address
book with the AU-FHIR-PD directory

6.2.3.5,
6.2.3.6

Provider
Directory
Service

PDS-13

2Local Address
Conditional Book only

If the CIS product has a local address
book, provide the ability to update
organisation healthcare provider
(HealthcareService) saved in a local
address book with the AU-FHIR-PD
directory.

6.2.3.7,
6.2.3.8

Provider
Directory
Service

PDS-14

2Local Address
Conditional Book only

If the CIS product has a local address
book, provide the ability synchronise and
ensure individual healthcare provider
(PractitionerRole) saved in a local address
book is aligned with the AU-FHIR-PD
directory

6.2.3.5,
6.2.3.6, 6.3.1

Provider
Directory
Service

PDS-15

2Local Address
Conditional Book only

If the CIS product has a local address
book, provide the ability synchronise and
ensure organisation healthcare provider
(HealthcareService) saved in a local
address book is aligned with the AU-FHIRPD directory

6.2.3.7,
6.2.3.8, 6.3.1

Provider
Directory
Service

PDS-24

2Non SNOMED
Conditional terminology

If the CIS product uses Non SNOMED
6.2.4
based terminologies, provide the ability to
map proprietary terminology to SNOMED
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Capability Requirement Cardinality
Identifier

Cardinality
Details

Requirement

Message
Payload

None

Provide the ability to address a
7.3.1, 7.3.2,
letter/message to an individual healthcare 7.3.3
provider (PractitionerRole) in the AUFHIR-PD directory by copying address
information into a letter/message
template.

MP-1

1-Optional

Document
References

Clarification. This test refers only to the
ability to use information retrieved from
an online Provider Directory to populate
PDF documents being sent inside REF-I12
or MDM-T02 messages. This is a good
practice to follow, and it is recommended,
but it has been designated "Optional"
functionality for the SMIO.
Message
Payload

MP-2

1-Optional

Provide the ability to address a
7.3.1, 7.3.2,
letter/message to an organisation
7.3.3
healthcare provider (HealthcareService) in
the AU-FHIR-PD directory by copying
address information into a letter/message
template.

None

Clarification. This test refers only to the
ability to use information retrieved from
an online Provider Directory to populate
PDF documents being sent inside REF-I12
or MDM-T02 messages. This is a good
practice to follow, and it is recommended,
but it has been designated "Optional"
functionality for the SMIO.
Message
Payload

MP-3

1None
Mandatory

Provide the ability to generate a
letter/message that conforms to either a
REF-I12 or MDM-T02 format as per the
developer guide.

7.2, 7.3.1,
7.3.2

Message
Payload

MP-4

2Mandatory for
Conditional MDM-T02
messages only

If the message type is MDM-T02, provide
the ability to sign messages using a valid
NASH certificate.

7.3.2

Message
Payload

MP-5

2Mandatory for
Mandatory MDM-T02
messages only

If the message type is MDM-T02, provide
the ability to check signature and
authenticity of the message

7.4.2

Message
Payload

MP-6

1None
Mandatory

Provide the ability to create and address
an acknowledgement message (ACK or
RRI) as per developer guide to confirm a
secure message has been received.

7.3.3

Message
Payload

MP-7

1None
Mandatory

Provide the ability to receive an
acknowledgement message (ACK or RRI)
as per developer guide.

7.4.3
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Capability Requirement Cardinality
Identifier
Message
Payload

Requirement

Document
References

1None
Mandatory

Provide an ability to link the details in the
message with the patient record

7.4.1, 7.4.2

MP-9

1None
Mandatory

Provide an ability to reconcile messages
sent, received and in error
Provide a warning message to the user if
the recipient provider selected does not
support the connection system code in
Australian Service Interfaces of the AUFHIR-PD or when no connection system is
specified in the directory.

7.3.1, 7.3.2

MP-14

Mandatory for
products that
2display
Conditional providers with
unsupported
interfaces

Provide a warning message to the user if
the recipient provider selected does not
support one of the following payload
types defined in supported endpoint
message payload types or when no
payload is specified in the directory.

7.3.1, 7.3.2

MP-15

Mandatory for
products that
2display
Conditional providers with
unsupported
payloads

MP-8

Message
Payload

Message
Payload

Message
Payload

Cardinality
Details

7.5

Note: If the CIS developer has an alternative approach to meeting the requirements, please
contact the Australian Digital Health Agency via help@digitalhealth.gov.au to discuss.

A.2

SM developer

Capability Capability
Identifier

Cardinality

Provider
Directory
Service

PDS-16

1None
Mandatory

Provider
Directory
Service

PDS-17

3-Optional

Complementary Provide server that supports SMART on FHIR
to x509
backend service access profile outlined in
the developer guide

6.1.3, 6.1.4

Provider
Directory
Service

PDS-18

3-Optional

Complementary Provide server that supports API key access
to x509
profile outlined in the developer guide

6.1.2, 6.1.4

Provider
Directory
Service

PDS-19

1None
Mandatory

Provide server (API) to search using
parameters detailed in the developer guide
for individual healthcare providers
(PractitionerRole) in the AU-FHIR-PD
directory.

6.2.1,
6.2.2, 8.1.3

Provider
Directory
Service

PDS-20

1None
Mandatory

Provide server (API) to search using
parameters detailed in the developer guide
for organisation healthcare providers
(HealthcareService) in the AU-FHIR-PD
directory.

6.2.1,
6.2.2, 8.1.4
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Document
References
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access profile outlined in the developer
guide
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Capability Capability
Identifier

Cardinality

Provider
Directory
Service

PDS-21

Provider
Directory
Service

Cardinality
Details

Requirement

Document
References

1None
Mandatory

Provide an aggregated individual healthcare
provider (PractitionerRole) search result in
FHIR bundle format from multiple AU-FHIRPD directories

6.2.1,
6.2.2, 8.1.3

PDS-22

1None
Mandatory

Provide an aggregated organisation
healthcare provider (HealthcareService)
search result in FHIR bundle format from
multiple AU-FHIR-PD directories

6.2.1,
6.2.2, 8.1.4

Provider
Directory
Service

PDS-23

3-Optional

Provide the ability to cache and maintain
current provider details of other directories

6.3.2

Message
Payload

MP-10

2Mandatory for
Conditional REF-I12
messages only

If the message type is REF-I12, provide the
ability to sign messages using a valid trusted
commercial certificate.

7.3.1

Message
Payload

MP-11

1None
Mandatory

Provide the ability to generate a conformant
SMD message (addressed, signed,
encrypted) capable of being sent to a
recipient in the AU-FHIR-PD directory

7.3.1,
7.3.2, 7.3.3

Message
Payload

MP-12

1None
Mandatory

For all messages, provide the ability to
7.4.1, 7.4.2
receive the secure message, decrypt
message, check signature and authenticity of
the message

Message
Payload

MP-13

2Mandatory for
Conditional MDM-T02
messages only

If the message type is MDM-T02, provide the 7.4.2
ability to receive secure messages and
decrypt message

None

Note: If the SM developer has an alternative approach to meeting the requirements, please
contact the Australian Digital Health Agency via help@digitalhealth.gov.au to discuss.
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Appendix B

TWG organisation member list

The Agency recognises the valuable contributions made by the participants of the Secure Messaging
Technical Working Group, without which the provider directory service and message payload specification
described in this document would not have been possible.

Organisation

URL

Australian Digital Health Agency

https://www.digitalhealth.gov.au/

Best Practice Software (BP)

https://bpsoftware.net/

Best Practice Advocacy Centre (BPAC)

https://bpac.org.nz/

Celo

https://www.celohealth.com/

Cerner

https://www.cerner.com/

Coreplus

https://coreplus.com.au/

DXC

http://www.dxc.technology/

Genie Solutions

https://www.geniesolutionssoftware.com.au/

Global Health

https://www.global-health.com/

Clinivid

https://clinivid.com.au/

Healthdirect

https://www.healthdirect.gov.au/

Healthlink

https://www.healthlink.net/en_AU/

Healthshare

https://www.healthshare.com.au/

HL7 Australia

http://site.hl7.org.au/

ISA Healthcare Solutions

http://www.isahealthcare.com/

Mediclinic

https://www.mediclinic.com.au/#/

Medibank Health Solutions

https://www.medibankhealth.com.au/

Medical Director

https://www.medicaldirector.com/

Medical Objects

https://www.medicalobjects.com/

MEDrefer

https://www.medrefer.com.au/
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Organisation

URL

Messageview

http://www.messageview.com.au/

Northern Territory Government

https://nt.gov.au/

Oculo

http://www.connect.oculo.com.au/

Oridashi

http://oridashi.com.au/site/

Queensland Health

https://www.health.qld.gov.au/

Smarthealth

https://www.smarthealth.com.au/

Telstra Health

https://www.telstrahealth.com/home.html

Zedmed

https://zedmed.com.au/
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Glossary of terms

Term

Definition

Aggregator

An Aggregator role provides services that consolidates search results from multiple
directory operators based on agreed criteria.

Broker

The Broker role enables validation and manages distribution of healthcare provider details
to participating Directory Operators

CIS Developer

Clinical Information System developer that maintains end user products including Practice
Management Systems (PMSs) or Electronic Medical Records (EMRs) that output and input
messages for the purpose of providing clinical care to patients.

Content Validator

An organisation/entity that is an authoritative source or system of record for the purpose
of validating provider directory details or message payloads

Directory Consumer

The Directory Consumer role is typically a provider organisation or individual provider that
uses provider directory services to find providers.

Directory Operator

The Directory Operator role stores and manages provider details (business and technical)
for healthcare purposes

Directory Publisher

The Directory Publisher role is typically a provider organisation entity that publishes
healthcare provider information directly or indirectly to Directory Operators.

Identity Provider

An Identity Provider manages verified identity attributes and provides certificate validation
and revocation services with support for PKI and OAuth.

Local Address Book

The local address book is a locally managed repository of healthcare provider details
specific to a CIS product instance.

Message Author

The Message Author role is typically a provider organisation entity that creates messages
using a CIS or EMR for the purpose of providing healthcare services. In some instances, the
Message Sender role may also sign the message (e.g. CDA)

Message Recipient

The Message Recipient role is typically a provider organisation entity that is the recipient
and consumes messages into a CIS or EMR for the purpose of providing healthcare
services. In some instances, the Message Receiver role may also validate the authenticity
of the message.

Online Provider
Directory

The online provider directory is a remotely managed repository of healthcare providers
details exposing provider directory services as per AU-FHIR-PD specification.

Receiver Secure
Message Agent

The Receiver Secure Message Agent role is responsible for receiving and decrypting the
message from a sending organisation using one or more intermediaries. In some instances,
the Receiver Secure Message Agent role may also validate the authenticity of the message.
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Term

Definition

Sender Secure Message
Agent

The Sender Secure Message Agent role is responsible for encrypting and transmitting the
message from a sending organisation to the Receiver Secure Message Agent using one or
more intermediaries. In some instances, the Sender Secure Message Agent role may also
sign the message.

Secure Message
Intermediary

The Secure Message Intermediary role provides messaging and storage services that allow
Secure Message Agents to function with a limited network presence, minimal directory
capability and without directly hosting Web services. A Secure Message Intermediary thus
offers message delivery and transport response hosting services.

Sender Secure Message
Agent

The Sender Secure Message Agent role is responsible for encrypting and transmitting the
message from a sending organisation to the Receiver Secure Message Agent using one or
more intermediaries. In some instances, the Sender Secure Message Agent role may also
sign the message.

SHALL

Indicates a mandatory requirement

SHOULD

Indicates an optional requirement

SM Developer

Secure Message developer that maintains a provider directory and has the responsibility of
exposing an online provider directory and delivering messages securely to other SM
developers it has commercial agreements with.
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Acronyms

Acronym

Description

ACK

acknowledgement

API

application programming interface

AU-FHIR-PD

Australian profile for provider directory service based on FHIR

CDA

clinical document architecture

CIS

clinical information system

EMR

electronic medical record

FHIR

fast healthcare interoperability resource

MDM

master data management

NASH

national authentication service for health

PDS

provider directory service

PDF

portable document format

PMS

practice management system

REF

referral

REST

representational state transfer

RRI

referral response information

SM

secure messaging

SME

subject matter expert

SMIO

secure message industry offer

TLS

transport layer security

TWG

technical working group

UI

user interface

UML

unified modelling language
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Linked resources

“Meaningful” links to resources with hidden URLs are summarised here for the reader’s
convenience.
Resource
description

Location

AS4700

https://infostore.saiglobal.com/en-au/Standards/AS-4700-2-2012120188_SAIG_AS_AS_251897/

ATS 5820-2010 Ehealth web
services profile

https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=2&ved=2ahUKEwisgZD_
pO_gAhULSX0KHaiZDDUQFjABegQICRAC&url=https%3A%2F%2Finfostore.saiglobal.com%2Fstor
e%2FPreviewDoc.aspx%3FsaleItemID%3D2078853&usg=AOvVaw3QobJ1dSD8kC4oPxc-u-aQ

AU PD Healthcare
Service

http://hl7.org.au/fhir/pd/pd2/StructureDefinition-au-pd-healthcareservice.html

AU PD Location

http://hl7.org.au/fhir/pd/pd2/StructureDefinition-au-pd-location.html

AU PD
Organisation

http://hl7.org.au/fhir/pd/pd2/StructureDefinition-au-pd-organisation.html

AU PD Practitioner http://hl7.org.au/fhir/pd/pd2/StructureDefinition-au-pd-practitioner.html
AU PD Practitioner http://hl7.org.au/fhir/pd/pd2/StructureDefinition-au-pd-practitionerrole.html
Role
AU PD Secure
Messaging
Endpoint

http://hl7.org.au/fhir/pd/pd2/StructureDefinition-au-pd-sm-endpoint.html

AU-FHIR-PD

http://hl7.org.au/fhir/pd/pd2/index.html

AU-FHIR-PD
capability
statement

http://hl7.org.au/fhir/pd/pd2/capstatements.html

Australian
Endpoint Payload
Types

http://hl7.org.au/fhir/pd/pd2/ValueSet-endpoint-payload-type.html

Australian Service
Interfaces

http://hl7.org.au/fhir/pd/pd2/ValueSet-service-interfaces.html

Clarification on
Messaging and
CDA Packaging

https://developer.digitalhealth.gov.au/specifications/clinical-documents/ep-1094-2011/nehta1270-2013

FHIR Paging

https://www.hl7.org/fhir/http.html#paging

FHIR Releases and
Versioning

https://www.hl7.org/fhir/versions.html#versions
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Resource
description

Location

REF-I12

https://confluence.hl7australia.com/display/OOADRM20181/Appendix+8+Simplified+REF+profil
e

RRI-I12

https://confluence.hl7australia.com/display/OOADRM20181/7+Patient+Referral#id7PatientReferral-7.2.2PatientReferralAcknowledgementMessagestructure(RRI_I12)

RFC2246

https://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc2246

Semantic
Versioning

https://semver.org/spec/v2.0.0.html

SMART Application http://www.hl7.org/fhir/smart-app-launch/
Launch Framework
SMART Backend
Services:
Authorization
Guide
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